
SOME HELPFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN 
THAT YOU WON’T HAVE HEARD FROM THE BBC EVENING NEWS 

Dear friend. This document contains valuable alternative resources 
regarding the monumental lies and deceptions that have been told to us by 
the Government and the controlled Mainstream Media over the COVID-19 
“Pandemic” (which actually isn’t one.) It has been put together by a group 
of individuals concerned about the loss of our freedoms and natural ways 
of life. 

Please don’t just dismiss this as “conspiracy theory”, but instead consider 
turning off the TV news and researching these subjects for yourself. This 
will be especially important as and when the Government tries to re-
introduce Lockdown measures due to the “second wave” that we’re already 
being prepared for. 

* Did you know that on 19th March 2020, COVID-19 was NO longer 
classed as a “High Consequence Infectious Disease” according to the 
UK Government’s own official website? https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid

* Lockdown was intended to get us through a three-week emergency 
period. The emergency has LONG since passed, yet lockdown is still with 
us. The one-way systems, signs and queuing measures in stores are 
looking far more than “temporary” measures, and several UK town and city 
centres are being reconfigured to allow for “distancing,” despite us being 
told that the virus is on the wane. Don’t you think this all seems very 
“permanent”? 

* Did you know there is NO scientific data to justify “Social Distancing,” the 
wearing of face masks, or the screens used in shops? 

Dr. Joseph Mercola. Why Social Distancing Should NOT Be ‘the New 
Normal.’ https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/06/25/
social-distancing.aspx
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World Health Organisation stands by recommendation to NOT wear masks 
if you are NOT sick or not caring for someone who is sick.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/30/world/coronavirus-who-masks-
recommendation-trnd/index.html

Expert Explains Why COVID-19 Lockdown and Social Distancing Doesn’t 
Work. https://www.newsbreak.com/news/0OlA3J7H/herd-immunity-expert-
explains-why-covid-19-lockdown-social-distancing-doesnt-actually-work

* Have you wondered why the Police, Politicians and others in authority do 
NOT practice Social Distancing themselves, when the official claim is that 
not doing so could result in death? Health Secretary Matt Hancock was 
caught on camera hugging colleagues in Parliament. Do you really think he 
would be so careless if he REALLY believed he would be exposing himself 
to great danger? https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/
2020/06/17/matt-hancock-apologises-for-breaking-social-distancing-
guidelines-in-parliament/

* Were you aware that fewer people in London died in the past few weeks 
compared to the same period in 2019? In other words, the total death 
rate is now lower than the average for an ordinary year in the Capital 
DESPITE the virus! https.//www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8425927/
London-region-England-deaths-fall-average.html

* Do you think it sensible to force EVERYONE into quarantine? Or, would a 
society built on compassion and common sense seek to isolate the most 
vulnerable and allow everyone else to go about their business and keep the 
economy flowing? Virtually the entire world has been put into Lockdown as 
a result of a threat that, even by official figures, doesn’t even amount to 
0.5% of the population. 

* Did you know that the “Coronavirus test” returned a positive result for 
samples from goats and paw-paw fruits?  
https.//youtu.be/s4p8DM8rKJI

* Did you know that Bill Gates, the public face of the vaccination push, is 
NOT medically qualified? He is NOT a doctor. Why is he being allowed to 
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advise the world about dealing with COVID-19? He has funded the WHO, 
the WEF, the United Nations and Imperial College London, and has made 
billions selling vaccines. 

Meet Bill Gates. a film by James Corbett. 

https.//www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSvhPnUgyz8

Bill Gates paid WHO $50m to declare a pandemic. 

https.//youtu.be/lJrnhMZlFQA 

* Were you aware that it takes several months for a professional TV 
commercial to be produced, from its initial inception to the time it appear on 
our screens? Have you wondered how all these businesses declaring 
“we’re doing all we can to help you during this Coronavirus crisis” were able 
to get theirs produced so soon after the initial Lockdown announcements? 
The only explanation is that all these companies had advance knowledge 
of what was coming long before the general public did. 

Please consider how you would feel if the restrictive measures currently in 
place were here to stay, and were never rolled back. The Government and 
the corporate and state-owned mainstream media outlets have been 
provably lying to all of us about this “pandemic.” The changes that have 
been imposed were never about “keeping us safe,” but are about 
controlling and surveilling us in ever more restrictive ways, and about 
removing our natural rights and freedoms for good. 

The “second wave” for which we have been subliminally prepared will be 
used as an excuse to push all of this even further ... UNLESS enough of us 
accept the truth of what’s REALLY going on and make it clear, in our mass 
numbers, that we know we have been lied to, and we WILL NOT comply 
with this tyranny any longer. 

The future freedoms of our children and grandchildren rely on all of us 
making the right decision and standing up for ourselves and them, right 
now. We won’t get another chance. 
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